Magic Bubbles and Balloons

We believe that learning begins with curiosity and hope
that our programs make you wonder why things work
and how they can be manipulated.

Educational Programs
Play Stations
Performances

Schools - Libraries - Parties - Special Events - Festivals - Fairs - Adult
Care Facilities – STEAM (science, technology, engineering, arts, math) Summer Camps - City Organizations

Programs
Each presentation is customized and can
include a 15-45 minute show.
Combine any show with the Magic Bubble
Play Station and add Stilt Walking or
Balloon Twsting!

MAGIC SCIENCE SHOW
A presentation of chemistry and physics
demonstrations that will inspire learning and
creation by the use of applied knowledge. A
world where the impossible is possible. When
you understand the science behind how the
world works you can manipulate it in
wondrous ways.
MAGIC BUBBLE SHOW
A traditional indoor bubble show
demonstrating bubble manipulation and
introducing bubble chemistry. This is the
perfect show for a large audience. This
program includes tricks such as bubble within
a bubble, the caterpillar, square bubbles,
bubble table, vertical plane, and person in a
bubbble.
MAGIC BALLOON SHOW
A stage show demonstrating simple and
complex balloon sculptures. Simple balloon
animals transform into larger sculptures
before your very eyes. We'll be twisting
everything from poodles to Alpacas. Expect
speed twisting, tips, and tricks.

MAGIC BUBBLE PLAY STATION
This is the perfect addition to any special
event. We provide everything that is needed
including bubble wands, hoops, and tables so
that everyone can play. We feel that this
activity provides teaching opportunities in
cooperation and chemistry. With a bubble
solution formula based on science we are
witnessing one of nature's thinnest and
strongest geometric shapes. This activity is
best suited to an outdoor area.
STILT WALKING
A great way to entertain a large audience.
With performance experience at music
festivals, street fairs, corporate events, and
parades we can welcome guests, pose for
pictures, twist balloons, or blow bubbles from
high above.

BALLOON TWISTING
Watch as we transform a simple balloon into
a work of art. We twist designs such as dogs,
wands, hats, airplanes, monkeys, lady bugs,
flowers, and corsages.

Festival Package
We seek to bring bubbles where ever
they are needed through a curated play
station and strategically placed “free
play” stations. On day one we would
start off welcoming and entertaining
attendees waiting in line for wristbands.
Then open each day at noon as a bubble
play station in kidzones or music stages
and continue throughout the afternoon
with educational workshops or
performances. In the evening, a sunset
stilt walking performance rounds out the
day. We would also provide balloon
twisting for all ages. We are currently
booking festivals for the upcoming
summer and are able to provide our
welcome show and a curated play station
throughout the venue for 8 hours each
day during your event. Combine with 1
or more programs or include stage
shows.

Magic Bubbles and Balloons
Oakland, CA 94612
707-254-5057
magicbubblesandballoons.com
magicbubblesandballoons@gmail.com
'

Stephen Treder has over 8 years
experience as an analytical chemist and
currently repairs chemistry equipment
throughout the bay area. He has held
formal teaching positions as a camp
counselor, substitute teacher, and low
brass instructor. He is an accomplished
bubble artist, balloon twister, stilt walker,
and science demonstrator.

